MS Forum/MS Over the Past 17 Years.
At its final meeting, the MS Forum Executive Committee reviewed highlights of where things stood prior to the immunomodulatory era, and how things have evolved subsequently. What the future might hold was discussed in a second session. Prior to 1990: Genetic predisposition to multiple sclerosis (MS), as determined by human leukocyte antigen expression, was established and an environmental trigger (Epstein-Barr virus?) was suspected, as was lack of sunshine. Substantial evidence for activated T-cells as relapse initiators had accumulated. Defective regulatory cell function that correlated with disease activity was shown. Adrenocorticotropic hormone lessened relapse severity as did its steroid replacement. A trial of cyclosporine, a T-cell inhibitor, in progressive MS failed. The drug, not the patients chosen, was blamed. 1990-2010: Approval of interferon-beta (IFNB)-1b was followed promptly by IFNB-1a, glatiramer acetate, mitoxantrone and then by natalizumab and fingolimod. All reduce MS attack frequency and new lesion accumulation. None have reduced disability progression in progressive MS. Brain atrophy, cognitive loss and axonal interruption in progressive MS depend on innate immune system activation rather than on T-cells. New strategies are needed.